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It seemed that whenever Mussolini acted on his own, it was bad news for Hitler. Indeed, the Fuhrers relations
with his Axis partners were fraught with an almost total lack of coordination. Compared to the Allies, the
coalition was hardly an alliance at all. Focusing on Germany's military relations with Italy, Romania,

Hungary, and Finland, Richard DiNardo unearths a wealth of little-known facts that reveal how the Axis
coalition largely undermined Hitler's objectives from the Eastern Front to the Balkans, Mediterranean, and
North Africa. DiNardo argues that the Axis military alliance was doomed from the beginning by a lack of

common war aims, the absence of a unified command structure, and each nation's fundamental mistrust of the
others.

Britain France. DiNardo does not give a blowbyblow account og World War II. DiNardo University Press of
Kansas Lawrence 2006 34.95 World War II was a coalition war that pitted the Axis powers against what

Winston Churchill labeled the Grand Alliance.

Finland Axis

The axis power group consisted of seven countries the major countries on the axis power side include
Germany Italy and Japan. However within this show the Axis countries are the main perspective characters at
least for the first couple more WWIIfocused seasons while the Allies are the aggressors towards Germanys

group. The three major Axis powers Nazi Germany Fascist Italy and the Japanese empire referred to
themselves as the. He also promised to restore hope and the deal with the depression. The Axis grew out of
the diplomatic efforts of Germany Italy and Japan to secure their own specific expansionist interests in the
mid1930s. Germans involvement the Axis Powers quickly defeat Greece and supplemental Allied troops
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within a little more than a month. The minor countries that were involved in the Axis powers are Bulgaria
Hungary Romania and Finland. According to Hermann Neubacher Germanys special envoy to the Balkans
Bulgarias relation to the Axis powers was completely settled at that meeting. The United Kingdom excluding
its colonies had. In Germany and the Axis Powers a new volume in the University Press of Kansas Modern
War Studies series. Why We Call the Axis Powers the Axis Powers . Germany and the Axis Powers From
Coalition to Collapse Richard L. Using original source material the author provides rich details to describe

his thesis.
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